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The escape rate of cosmic ray (CR) particles from radio galaxy cocoons is a problem of high astrophysical
relevance: e.g. if CR electrons are stored for long times in the dilute relativistic medium lling the radio
cocoons (radio plasma in the following) they are protected against Coulomb losses and thus able to produce
signicant non-thermal Comptonisation signature on the CMB. On the other hand, CR protons and positrons
which leak out of radio plasma can interact with the ambient medium, leading to characteristic gamma ray
radiation by pion decay and pair annihilation. In order to get a better handle on such problems a model
for the escape of CR particles from radio galaxy cocoons is presented here. It is assumed that the radio
cocoon is poorly magnetically connected with the environment. An extreme case of this kind is an insulating
boundary layer of magnetic elds, which can eciently suppress particle escape. More likely, magnetic eld
lines are less organised and allow the transport of CR particles from the source interior to the surface region.
For such a scenario two transport regimes are analysed: diusion of particles along inter phase magnetic flux
tubes (leaving the cocoon) and cross eld transport of particles in flux tubes touching the cocoon surface.
The cross eld diusion is likely the dominate escape path, unless a signicant fraction of the surface is
magnetically connected to the environment. Major cluster merger should strongly enhance the particle
escape by two complementary mechanisms. i) The merger shock waves shred radio cocoons into lamentary
structures, allowing the CRs to easily reach the radio plasma boundary due to the changed morphology.
ii) Also ecient particle losses can be expected for radio cocoons not compressed in shock waves. There,
for a short period after the sudden injection of large scale turbulence, the (anomalous) cross eld diusion
can be enhanced by several orders of magnitude. This lasts until the turbulent energy cascade has reached
the microscopic scales, which determine the value of the microscopic diusion coecients. cosmic rays {
diusion { magnetic elds { intergalactic medium { Galaxies: active
Introduction
[ CR :] cosmic ray
[ CMB :] Cosmic Microwave Background
Motivationsec:motiv The outflows of radio galaxies ll large regions in the intergalactic space with
relativistic, magnetised plasma. The fate of this radio plasma is unclear, since it rapidly becomes undetectable
for radio telescopes due to the radiative energy losses of the higher energy electrons, which emit the observable
synchrotron emission at radio bands. Lower energy electrons, and any possible present relativistic proton
population may reside for cosmological times, unless they are able to escape by spatial diusion.
The escape of CRs out of radio plasma is of high astrophysical relevance. If CR electrons are able to leak
out of the cocoon, they are possible seed particles for the Mpc-sized radio halos in clusters of galaxies if they
are re-accelerated in the cluster turbulence to radio observable energies 1993ApJ...406..399G,2001MNRAS.320..365B.
If radio cocoons release CR protons into the intra-cluster medium secondary CR electrons were produced
in hadronic interactions with the background gas, which also could explain the existence of cluster radio
halos 1980ApJ...239L..93D. If radio plasma contains a signicant fraction of positrons, they could lead to
a detectable annihilation line, if they would be able to leave the radio cocoon and interact with a dense
ambient intra-cluster medium 2002ApJ...572..796F.
On the other hand, if the relativistic electrons are eciently conned for cosmological time-scales in radio
cocoons, they are shielded from severe energy losses on Coulomb interaction with the environmental gas. In
such a case they would be long-lived and would therefore be able to produce a non-thermal Comptonisation
signature in the cosmic microwave background ensslin2000a, 2002AA...383..423E. Further, if old, invisible
radio plasma with conned relativistic electrons is dragged into a shock wave of the large-scale structure
formation, its radio emission is possibly revived and forms the observed cluster radio relics [and references
therein]2002MNRAS.331.1011E .
The recent detections of several ghost cavities in galaxy clusters [e.g. ][ for lists of recent detec-
tions]2002AA...384L..27E, 2002ApJ...573..533S, which are often but not always radio emitting, supports
the assumption that the environmental gas and the bulk of the relativistic plasma stays separated on a
timescale of 100 Myr. However, leakage of higher energy particles is not excluded by these observations.
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CR escape from radio plasma can also play a role in our galaxy. Microquasars were proposed to
contribute characteristic spectral features to the galactic CR spectrum, if CRs are able to leave the ejected
plasma 2002AA...390..751H.
A simplied approach The usual description of CR escape from systems like our Galaxy is done in terms
of leaky box models, where the CR particles trapped in some region are attributed a characteristic escape
time or frequency (τ = ν−1escape). This escape time is often empirically determined (e.g. for the CR escape
from the Galaxy by radioactive CR clocks [e.g. ][]1980ARAA..18..289C). It is the goal of this work to provide
an estimate of this escape time and its dependency on the geometrical and plasma parameter of the system
under investigation. The focus of this work are cocoons of radio galaxies, but the presented model may have
other applications.
In many applications, the physical parameters will not be suciently constrained to allow an accurate
calculation of the escape time. Nevertheless, the insight into the dependencies on parameters like turbulence,
fraction of the magnetically open surface etc. allows statement of the relative CR escape rates in dierent
situations. This should help to formulate hypothesises about the conditions on which CR escape is ecient,
which may be tested observationally. Examples for such tests were given in Sec. sec:motiv.
The following simplications are used to compile the CR escape model: itemize
C onvective CR transport, e.g. by plasmoids which detach by reconnection events from the source region,
is neglected.
T he detailed magnetic structure of the source interior is not modelled and treated as being homogeneous.
Only the topological properties of the magnetic flux tubes touching the source surface are modelled.
T he magnetic eld at the source region surface is virtually split into flux tubes with diameters of the
perpendicular autocorrelation length of the magnetic eld. The transport of particles along and across
the flux tubes is described as a diusion process. A similar phenomenological description of CR transport
within flux tubes can be found in e.g. *2000ApJ...529..513C, where limits of such a picture are also
discussed.
I t is assumed that such a surface flux tube bends at some point into the interior of the source region.
This allow CRs from the interior to enter the tube there and to follow it to the surface. In the case that
the magnetic elds are more onion-like organised, the particle transport will be much more suppressed
than predicted with this model. A brief discussion of such a hypothetical situation is given in Sect.
sec:layer.
A simplied description of the diusion process is adopted: The microscopic diusion coecients (κk, κ?)
are parametrised. The spectrum of magnetic eld fluctuations, which strongly determines the transport
coecients, is assumed to be a single power law, connecting the length scales on which eld line wan-
dering happens, down to CR gyro-radii scales. In any numerical example a Kolmogorov-like turbulence
spectrum is adopted. The detailed dependency on the turbulence wave types [e.g.][]1997AA...326..793M,
1998AA...337..558M, 1999SoPh..184..339M, 2000PhRvL..85.4656C is put into a phenomenological fudge
factor.
T he macroscopic cross eld diusion coecient (κa) is assumed to exceed the microscopic one by orders
of magnitude due to magnetic eld line wandering. This allows CRs which are rapidly diusing along
the eld lines to be transported across them 1978PRL...40..38. This also ensures that the length scales
of the diusion problem are always shorter than length scales on which a magnetic flux tube loses its
identity due to eld line wandering. This should justify the usage of the flux tube picture.
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